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Recipe by Wesley Tyler, Shettler Elementary
Go to the market. Buy the tyrkey. Go home Cook the turkey. 

Put butter on the turkey. put it the oven. Put stuffing in the 
turkey then lift it up put it on the table.

Recipe by Sydney Bol, Shettler Elementary
First we get the turkey from the store, Next we buring it 

home, And put stuffing in it. The stuffing is made out of green 
things and bread crums. And put it on a plat to go on the table. 
And the we eat it.

Recipe by Anna Yeiter, Shettler Elementary
I get it from the market. I bake it first. Next I put salt in it. 

Third I put pepper on it. Then I cut it. I put it on a pan to cool 
off.

Recipe by Slyssa Krapohl, Shettler Elementary
Go to the meijer and get turkey.
Pet the stufing in the turkey.
Put it in the oven for 60 minutes.
Take it out of the oven.
Have a feast.

Recipe by Kamden Sweet, Shettler Elementary
Step 1. Get it from the stor.
Step 2. Cook it in the oven.
Step 3. Put it in for a minute or two.
Step 4. Put it on the tabole.

Recipe by Logan Locke, Shettler Elementary
First, we get the turkey.
Then we put it in the refrigerator.
On thanksgiving we take out th turkey.
Then we cook it to about 110°F.
On thanksgiving we eat the turkey.
Then we cook the corn, ptatos, the pie, bluebaryy pie, rasbay 

pie, cranbrays pie and, pumkin pie.
After we eat, and when all the people leave, we put all food 

away, and we save if for dirnr tomror

Recipe by Brian Lee, Shettler Elementary
Buy a turkey at a store.
Open the turkey up.
Fill the turkey with stuffing.
Carve the turkey.
Put the turkey on a tray.
Put the turkey in the oven.
Set the time for two hours.
Wait five minites for the turkey to cool off.
Set the tabel.
Wait for all of the family to come.
Find a seat at the tabel.
Have a happy thanksgiving!

Recipe by Kennah Lee VerMerris, Shettler Elementary
Step 1: First you go hunting with a gun or bow and arrow in 

the woods. Step 2: You wash the turkey and put it in the refrig-
erator for 30 minutes. Step 3: You take it out of the refrigerator 
and put it in the oven. Make the oven 400 degrees hot. Cook 
the turkey for 2 hours then take it out of the oven. Step 4: You 
stuff the turkey with garlic bread and sprinkle it with salt and 
pepper. Step 5: Put fancy place mats on the table then put the 
turkey on the table, sit down and eat eat eat!

Recipe by Adam Eitniear, Shettler Elementary
First go to meijer.
Then you put in the oven. 
Then you make shere it is 75 degrees,.
Then let it set for 30 minets.
Then stuf it wit bred.
Then gather around.
And eat in.

Recipe by Grace Miller, Shettler Elementary
Frist you go to Kamat or Meij to get a turkey. Two you get 

stuffing it has to be from the U.S.A. Three, you go home and 
whash your hands .Four, gut it you can gut with bear hands 
or do it with gloves. Five, get the stuffing and stuff the turkey. 
Six, put it in the oven. Seven, put it on the table and that is how 
you make turkey.

Recipe by Rachel Anderson, Shettler Elementary
We buy the turkey from meijer.
Then we chop it in pesis.
The degrees is about 300.

Recipe by Matthew Vanthof, Shettler Elementary
First you put the turkey on a blue oven plate. Then put the 

turkey on it. Next you put it to 1 hour and 60 secons on the oven 
timer. Then you got to get it out an let it cool for like (minutes) 
and we put it back in the oven for 2 hours and 20 seconds on the 
oven timer. Next put it on the kinchinn table. Then slevor it on 
a plate. Next put some corn with. Finally sevor it on the table.

Recipe by Lanah Dwyer, Shettler Elementary
You go and get a turkey and cut a little hole. And put stufing 

in it. Then put it in the oven for 20  minutes. And win your dun 
eat it! Mmmm.

Recipe by Kayley Craymer, Shettler Elementary
You teack a turkey and teack a thermometer and check it. 

Then you put it in the oven for 10:00 minutes and wheat or 
you can get the other stuf readi. But when you hear it, you get 
it out as qrk as you can! When ever thing is reaed it S time for 
Thanksgiving.

Recipe by Enrico Jones, Shettler Elementary
This is how you koock a turkey. first you got to put it on a 

big plate then you get oil and hten you jaft to put it in the oven 
for two hours after two hours you take it out of the oven then 
you shake peper on it and let it kool down and after a wile you 
cah go back in you kichen and fiouly eat. The end.

Recipe by Joshua Felcoski, Shettler Elementary
You put the turkey in the pot you put a tmamiter in th turkey 

to make shre it is just right.

Recipe by Rachel Posthumus, Shettler Elementary
Take the ralpper off.
Of the turkey then pult
It in the pan then 
Pult it in the oven
Then wate for a wail
Prably for a hat an hour
Then take it out of 
The oven. Then out
It and then tell that
The turkey is don. then
Lin them up by

Aedgz then give it
Out to eat the turkey
And wen the turkey that 
You eat and polt it in the sink.

Recipe by Michelle Lifer, Shettler Elementary
Frst you get a turkey then you get it in the oven. Then you 

set the timere. Then you get it out of the oven. Finley you set it 
on the tabel and eat with your famley.

Recipe by Kara Rowley, Shettler Elementary
First you buy a turkey at the store then you cook it for a 

couple minutes. Then you take it out of the oven you can put 
some vetables on if you want to. You can make your own 
engrydens too.

Recipe by Griffin Posvistak, Shettler Elementary
I make a turkey like this. We go to a stoer we pick a turkey 

that is pink and percky turkey. We put it in the oven for one 
hour 7 minits and 60 second. Then we put the thermometer in 
if it is to hot we let it cool. If it is to cold we heet it up when that 
is done we eat it all up have a good thanksgiving.

Recipe by Jordan Barefoot, Shettler Elementary
First you get the turkey. Then you need a big pan. The you 

heta the oven.Next you make or you can buy stuffing. Then 
you put the stuffing in the turkey. Then you put the turkey on 
the pan. Then you put the turkey in the oven and then you set 
the time for two hour. Then you eat it.

Recipe by Hannah Kelly, Shettler Elementary
First you get a turkey. 
Then you take off its fethers.
Next you chop off dead meat.
Then you put spice on it.
Then you deckarat it.
Then you put it in the oven for 30 minutes.
Then take it out and check it with a thermometer.
If its right keep it out let it cool.
Last then its ready to eat!

Recipe by Marcelo Conklin, Shettler Elementary
First you get a turkey out of the frig and you cud cut out 

some hols and but it in the oven four 1 hour and then tak it out 
and your famyly can eat it and it is ecsided!

Recipe by Rylee Good, Shettler Elementary
First get a turkey. then put it in the oven for a copal seconds. 

Then take it out of the oven and let it cool off. And next cut it 
up. And finally eat it. 

Recipe by Riley Rhone, Shettler Elementary
You put the turkey on a cutting bord then you cut the turkey. 

In the side of it then you take out the intrunul gutes then you 
put water in. It then you dump the water in the sinck then you 
put the turkey on the cutting bord once agin then you put the 
stuffing in the turkey then you sou the cut up next you put the 
turkey in a tinfoyel pan then you put the turkey in the oven 
a hour and five minutes when it is done you pull it out on 
thanksgiving day finally you eat it.

Recipe by Gavin Hanes, Shettler Elementary
First we cut the head off. Secend we put stuffing in the tur-

key. Then we dress the turkey. And finelly we put the turkey 
in the oven for one hour.
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Talking Turkey second Grade Style

Surf City students take blood drive 
more seriously this year
By Surf City staff and students

Surf City sixth grade students have sponsored a blood 
drive in the fall for several years.  They invite family mem-
bers, friends, and community members to participate and the 
students walk through the process with their visitor.

This year, however, the blood drive took on new signifi-
cance for the students, because one of their own, Cameron 
Lanore, has a rare blood disorder. So this year, the October 1 
blood drive was held in his honor. Cameron requires blood 
every three weeks just to survive, so the importance of the 
blood drive became even more meaningful and personal for 
the Surf City middle schoolers.•


